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and recap study 25

James said the proving, the working, the testing of your faith, note … not its destruction, 
produces endurance and maturity .. which is that quality grown by the spirit to enable one 
not to be diverted from god, stick ability, that but doesn’t swerve us from him … its his 
working  to take you through with him to the end  .. ask for it cos he knows you need it he 
wants u to have it

at times it seems, that he the devil is trying to polish you off, for certain God isn’t trying to 
polish you off, he is polishing you up

Father God wants us to believe that the impossible is not impossible and with god all things 
are possible, but he also says .. Expect anything to happen, be expectant of everything 
happening

regarding in Acts Chapter 5 The scene with the disciples being arrested and imprisoned and 
released by angelic intervention, the emphasis and timing of theses events were at night time
and day break, and  matches at many points with,  and directs us all  to the Account of the 
resurrection of Jesus, breaking us free from the prison of the tomb …for principle here for 
them and us is  the prison becomes a place of release

  … Father god and the Holy Spirit, through these events is inspiring the preaching of the 
resurrection openly, not allowing it or the Son, to be hid away, or his body, the church, God  
is purposely making it known to the church and the people and Israeli leaders  …God  
making a public show of the wrongful stance of the authorities and false religious belief 
system, in doing so the control over the people was further  lessened and the pull of 
darkness reversed

• … our lives are a continuation of that event … a supernatural event a supernatural 
life

• set free in trial not necessarily from it  
• and like the guards, set free from all the charges      , the scripture does not  show 

any record of the guards having to pay the penalty …remember, if a guilty and 
imprisoned  man had owed £5000, had paid some, but escaped, the guards would 
have to repay the deficit  owed. If  a man had been imprisoned for a crime say of 5 
years duration, and had escaped after 3, the guards would have to serve out the 2 
years of the remaining sentence. If a man who was imprisoned and had been 
sentenced to death and escaped … the guards would have to take his place. Yet here, 
the prison becomes a place of release. As there was no record of the guards ever 
paying any penalty … we see this happening later

• I felt the lord saying here, we need to know, he wants to move us forward with a 
deepening understanding that we too have been released, we need to know, like the
guards and the disciples there is now no real charge against us. That Jesus has 
stood in our place

•
Joshua 3:1-4… first look at verse 1 and 2 … early in the morning (at day break)…the 



page 2 …....resurrection the  tomb empty, the judgement had passed ... god moves in our 
night to bring us to his morning of his day …verse  2 … after 3 days,  3rd day resurrection  
v 4 you have never been this way before …he wants therefore to lead us, to give us the 
guidance we need …  so god signifying in our time now as he did then, of a new thing … 
back then Israel, they were guided by the ark … presence of god   …  but under O covenant 
told to keep distance a 2000 cubits, half a mile also Sabbath walk … but now he bids us not 
to keep our distance but to enter, not outsiders, nor inbetweeners but insiders  .. empty 
tomb , prisoners freed … enter in even more boldly even more willingly.

Levities were given cities to dwell in … not Land, but the city had to have  1000cubits of 
free pasture  land either side of it  ...the city was in the centre .. he is our portion,  the city of 
refuge

Sabbaths day walk is 2000 cubits, Sabbath rest ...ceasing … cease from your own work, 
your salvation is his work alone and he is able to keep you, enter into your rest enter into 
him … based on no manna being collected on the 7th Day but double portion collected day 
before

and he took me to Joshua 3: and eventually TO Joshua 3 v 16, 16 … interesting same 
numeration as John 3: 16 for god so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son, that 
all who believe in him shall not perish, you shall not perish but have eternal life … 
remember we r reading this … set free and forgiven … BOTH important ...pointing to all 
charges torn up … pointing to our fullness of salvation

Joshua and Jesus mean the same thing, saviour  and salvation, he is saviour because he 
saves. Jesus is our King and he offers us his kingdom

 When Israel passed over, crossed over … word abar … same word used for passover,  the 
Jordan to begin the taking of the promised land, it encountered the biggest city Jericho… 
this is why we are encountering our biggest cities, cos he’s taken in to the land of promises , 
deeper into Jesus … all the promises of God are yea and amen Josh 3:5

incidentaly the same place where John the baptist baptised his disciples and Jesus was at 
Beth ABAR … place of crossing … the same placing of Israel crossing Jordan

Joshua told the people, “Consecrate yourselves, for tomorrow the LORD will do amazing 
things among you.” our NT, new covenant equivalent is .. ROM 12:11 I call upon you, 
therefore, brethren, through the compassion’s of God, to present your bodies a living  
sacrifice --, sanctified, acceptable to God -- your intelligent service;   … you are already 
acceptable to god … offer yourself as you are, as it is, and what’s in it, both spiritual and 
natural … he calls that service,  he calls that service,  worship … in the past when saved we
did that when we first believed and now , we do it

6 Joshua said to the priests, “Take up the ark of the covenant and pass on ahead of the 
people.” So they took it up and went ahead of them.  … Moses always said when the ark 
was beginning to set out..., Moses said, "Rise up, LORD! May your enemies be scattered; 
may your foes flee before you." … a proclamation of sovereignty, a proclamation of 



deliverance

7 And the LORD said to Joshua, “Today I will begin to exalt you in the eyes of all Israel, so 
they may know that I am with you as I was with Moses. The reassurance of 
presence ..8 Tell the priests who carry the ark of the covenant: ‘When you reach the edge of
the Jordan’s waters, go and stand in the river.’”ark represented presence of god, where the

 page 3.......presence is so to is the person

9 Joshua said to the Israelites, “Come here and listen to the words of the LORD your God, 
notice Joshua expected god to speak … 10 This is how you will know that the living God is
among you and that he will certainly drive out before you the Canaanite s, Hittites, Hivites, 
Perizzites, Girgashites, Amorites and Jebusites. 

All these different tribes lived in different types of habitats,  habitats such as the desert, and 
land with caves, and in mountainous regions, marshes, open field, each representing, 
different areas of our life, inhabitant by foes and many of them giants and their ancestry

He promises to deal with our enemies …as in Acts …  is what we have been seeing, setting 
free from religion, freed from fear of man, freed from fear of fruitlessness, fear of failure …
and Joshua carrying on from Moses, just as we carry on from Jesus … but with the 
presence … don’t doubt …. step into your Jesus he’s already there

11 See, the ark of the covenant of the Lord of all the earth will go into the Jordan ahead of 
you. 12 Now then, choose twelve men from the tribes of Israel, one from each tribe. 13 And
as soon as the priests who carry the ark of the LORD—WHAT HAPPENED ...the Lord of 
all the earth—set foot in the Jordan, its waters flowing downstream will be cut off and 
stand up in a heap.” … what happened as soon as the priests set their foot in the waters

I HAD NEVER SEEN THAT ...i knew the waters parted … but the actual foot of god, the  
person of god steps into those waters (showing all Israel and Joshua that HE HIMSELF was 
with them). his personal intervention, like when we first got saved … he  stepped into our 
deepest waters at the time of the strongest flood and he stood , he was not washed away for 
the Jordan was in fierce flood … he stood, we too shall stand, for he is not an ordinary priest
he’s our highest priest who readily and eagerly accepts our praise, … as he said in the 
communion .. Take my body and my blood as evidence for yourselves, that I am alive and I 
am risen. And as I apply my blood every day for you , you become victorious as you 
surrender to it, to its truth.... cos he remains … still in our deepest waters

he stepped into our deepest water … the river is often connected with the washing of our 
sins …until we crossed over, he is the same yesterday, today and forever … its about 
salvation but also deliverance from those that inhabit the land, within us without us ...

where did the waters come from … Joshua 3;15
Now the Jordan is at flood stage all during harvest. ( AT IT STRONGEST TIME) he stood 
at the strongest point of our failure

when was the flood at its strongest … at harvest time, a reason u r encountering difficulty 



today

v15 Yet as soon as the priests who carried the ark reached the Jordan and their feet touched 
the water’s edge, 16 the water from upstream stopped flowing. It piled up in a heap a great 
distance away, at a town called Adam in the vicinity of Zarethan, while the water flowing 
down to the Sea of the Arabah (that is, the Dead Sea) was completely cut off. So the people 
crossed over opposite Jericho...( As soon as the obedience was initiated … HE answered 
and STEPPED IN)

Page 4.......waters stopped at Adam ….of the red earth … completely cut us of from Adam 
…we have been cut off from the old Adam, the old Adam is no more, we are a  new man, 
the old Adam is no more … its not just our sin … but the old body of sin is now no more …
he stopped it at Adam … so can the blame for sin be imputed to the dead person. No??? … 
it was done in the last Adam Jesus

who stopped the water ...he still stands in the waters he stopped, the old Adam is still dead 
… you are a new creation

 who stopped the water … who did ? Jesus ... not us, and Jesus bids us believe he will do it 
again … salvation not just yesterdays, but today’s and tomorrows... believe he says he will 
do it … I believe help me where my faith falls short

As soon as our high priest responds to our belief and smallest step of faith he meets with us,
and earth becomes heaven and heaven comes to earth … v 16 it piled up at Adam …means 
of the  red earth , the colour of the  soil , at the time, but we know also its the blood shed on
its ground, when Adam was brought forth from that very ground …it was already red

note the ground was already red, he was called Adam before he sinned …  were already red
… when god formed Adam from that red dust … the blood so to speak had been shed ahead
of time … before the foundations of the earth   . for that is when we were chosen in him

 but our sins are stopped in Adam, not by the first Adam but by the last last Adam the one 
who stands in our waters ….and is not washed away … who is the last Adam … that’s why 
we know our salvation still stands … for he still stands

 he is the one who enables us to enter the promised land, the land where all the promises of 
god are yea and amen in Jesus. 

 Now Adam is near where in v 16 Zarethan … means great and lofty rock … put the two 
together … we see the great and lofty rock moved itself for us, placed himself in our flood 
waters and allowed us to pass through, took the force of our flood and acts as our  buffer for
today …

salmon, you are leading us to your channel … logs fall into the heavy waters of rivers, 
forming pools, so the salmon on their journey upstream, to spawn, can find rest in the pools
with quiet eddies that the fallen trees provide … Jesus our fallen log, still providing safety 
and rest ( 

he’s not asking us to move the mighty rock, but believe that he is the rock that is already at 



our river willing to step in it if we believe it, so step into him afresh by faith

if we r unsure about any part of our salvation … I believe help me where my faith falls 
short … but pray this prayer after u read this psalm

Hear my cry, O God, psalm 61     listen to my prayer;
2 from the end of the earth I call to you,     when my heart is faint. Lead me to the rock
    that is higher than I,

page 5 …....3 for you have been my refuge,     a strong tower against the enemy.

4 Let me dwell in your tent forever!     Let me take refuge under the shelter of your wings

 take me to the rock that is higher than I, .. was that u ken who mentioned ps 61 … Let me, 
god simply want you to request, he does it

He stood  in those waters for you, ,He stillsstands there for you, he will always stand in 
those waters for you,  message of salvation but also deliverance

They walked out free from the prison, cos god had already settled the score, a fact 
emphasised for the guards not being charged, if he settles the score for his enemies, how 
much more has he and will he settle the score  the score for us

Col 2 
And you -- being dead in the trespasses and the circumcision of your flesh, the old you is 
dead, you r a new you wh o... -- He made alive together with him, having forgiven you all 
the trespasses, 14 having blotted out the handwriting in the ordinances that is against us, 
that was contrary to us, and he hath taken it out of the way, having nailed it to the cross;    
your sins are stopped at Adam and the rock has moved to you and for you and placed 
himself with you

The charge laid on the cell door of the disciples or the guards  was no longer a certificate of 
death but a certificate of life, but it was a demonstration to the guards that the justice they 
were seemingly party to protecting , had been kept and  eye for an eye, but that its  charges 
had been cancelled, debt paid by Jesus himself for them … no scriptural record the guards 
were ever punished

if the door was opened by Jesus for the  disciples, the door remains open for us and as many
as are bid enter and he bids us preach,  he watches over his word to perform it, so bid 
yourself and  them enter, bid them come in cos his house is not yet full , that’s our job …. so
he bids us believe him and cross over, he seeking to move us in to take occupancy .. what a 
wonderful passage alluding to our salvation , for others also



put on the helmet of salvation … why because of doubt ... it protects your thoughts 
regarding  your salvation, and having put all, stand, stand in the rock, know the rock stands 
for u and whatever the surge coming against you know he stands against it for u and with u. 
know to that u have been placed in the rock col 3;3 
For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ, who is 
your[a] life, appears, then you also will appear with him in glory. This is not just a future 
tense, that when Christ appears get resurrection body,  is a current tense to those who 
believe …in that the glory … the resurrection life of Jesus will appear in you,  will appear 
with you now

Page 6
though they were in the midst of the enemy camp  (Jerusalem) … they were being looked 
after… likens to what psalm 23 says ...of a  table I have prepared for u a table in the midst 
of mine enemies  … it was actually a plateau amongst hills, that had been specially laid 
aside by the shepherd to pasture, amongst the hills … victory, higher places … a plateau IS 
A PLACE BETWEEN THE VALLEY AND THE MOUNTAINTOP

there is now no condemnation for those in Christ Jesus, no charge to answer, no debt to pay

god has taken us out of the kingdom of darkness, OUT OF THE power of the black hole, 
into the kingdom of the son who is loved,  beyond the event horizon,  not to be ruled by the 
horizon of the black hole but to enter into the horizons of his events … predestined us, 
means he horizoned us

in a black hole there is a place called the event horizon .. 
1. In general relativity, an event horizon is a boundary in spacetime beyond which 

events cannot affect as an outside observer. In layman's terms, it is defined as "the 
point of no return", i.e., the point at which the gravitational pull becomes so great as 
to make escape impossible

Read from v 27 to end       … before the Sanhedrin … they hardly ever all met together … 
tells us … worried ...taking this seriously, 
v 28 filled .. pronged, use of verb … to keep on filling Jerusalem with your teaching …. 
continuing on … the Holy City of God, has  becoming inundated, saturated , filled to the 
brim .. invasion … and yet not a natural soldier in sight … we too become full to the brim as
we study his word, but an inner strength begins to manifest itself as we do. … that can 
continue us ON

reminded me of the root of the word Nazareth .. means a germ , the whole city becoming 
infected so to speak … in the past history many could speak of the Black death, the Plague 
that killed whole cities and towns, but here we can see whole cities being given life by a 
different sort of germ ...the germ that is of the Nazarene, the plague of sin being wiped out, 
….God  cant be infected by our sinlessness, but we can be infected by his holiness … why 
and how were those INSIDE, finding a cure so to speak … cos he was killed crucified 
outside the camp … so that inside the camp, inside our city God ….  name is revealed there. 
And you are becoming the New Jerusalem cos he’s put his name there in you … even as you

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=col+3&version=NIV#fen-NIV-29522a


walk

v 28 … we spoke of the outer conflict the authorities WERE facing from the people, the 
power being reversed … but here an inner conflict also … feeling a sense of guilt maybe 
… guilty of this man’s blood … inner turmoil to do with god   . between a rock and a 
hard place …cant fight the war on two fronts, like Hitler destined to fail,  ... but this 
prison can also become their place of release

Jews ALSO knew Rome hated turmoil and Rome could respond with force … or 
replacement 

consider in 70 years time Rome would destroy Jerusalem ...the zealots rose in ad 66ad, but 
the fact that they fought amongst themselves … meant they did not develop into a cohesive 
Page 7.......unit … a house divided against itself will not stand and we saw that with lack of 
cohesion between Pharisees and Saducees … but god is not just the glue … he makes 
everything new

the irony is … the Sadducee and Pharisees were divided … and Christ was offering them 
the solution to their division … unity in him … seek ye first the kingdom of god and his 
righteousness and all these things will be added unto you … perhaps they sought more a 
kingdom for themselves , and Jesus warned them in advance but he also at the same time 
supplied them his solution, believe and I will join you to myself

v 26 ..they began to fear the people, a pity they feared the people, but not god, they denied 
god, but they are not able to deny the power of god working, nor stop it, nor dismiss the 
evidence … focus is always the sovereign ability of god

v 28 again they mentioned the name … and we know that to the Jews a name was more than
a means of identification … it represented the character inherent in that name but also 
the authority that name represents … you have the authority to speak in his name and 
to use his name cos it belongs to you, its the family name  and with the name comes the
authority and with the authority is the power of god in it with it and behind it, you 
have the weight of heaven, THE WEIGHT OF THE GLORY OF YOUR GOD is 
behind you … all of heaven is behind you

v 28 … guilty of this man’s blood … read v 29 and 30 … peter responds .. we must obey 
god rather than man ...mentioned why … cos god is the higher authority … name 
connected to authority

v 30 tells us that father raised Jesus from the dead … and we can see that there r other 
scriptures that also say Jesus rose himself and the holy spirit rose him

Jesus alluded in the gospels… destroy this temple and in three days I will raise it up again 
…
and the word in rom 8 said if the spirit of god who raised Christ from the dead, live in you 
then, then the spirit of god  in you will also quicken your mortal body … give life. John 
10:17 lay it down to take it up again … he was the resurrection and the life



see many of the key events throughout the scripture on closer investigation we see each one 
of the godhead was involved in that act … leaflet before … unity and cohesiveness

V 30 testimony is to God … as the god head, but here perhaps … god THE  father … 
patriarch .. peter ,mentions … v 30 … whom you killed by hanging him on a tree …

is it odd he used the word tree, not cross .. tree is associated with the curse, opposite of 
blessing … 
so those who were  put in place to bringing the blessing to people, have been responsible for
causing curse … and were in themselves cursed cut of from gods blessing … but … but we 
see even here is an attempt by peter through telling the truth, as things really was … 
offering opportunity to repent … change ones mind about god and about who he was

David guzilk points out … 
Page 8.......Peter is bringing attention to the magnitude of their rejection of Jesus, pointing 
out that they killed him in the worst way possible, both from a Roman perspective (the 
cross) and a Jewish perspective (the tree association). 

But peter also saying , as gods apostles ,  as gods authorised ones we choose to bless

We see that in v 31 … read  
God exalted him to his own right hand as Prince and Saviour that he might bring Israel to 
repentance and forgive their sins. 32 We are witnesses of these things, and so is the Holy 
Spirit, whom God has given to those who obey him.” …

 their testimony is also personal as they themselves were witness of the resurrection … and 
by believing and obeying … the evidence is seen by the activity of the HS bearing 
witness to the present resurrected Jesus in the midst of his body … doing the things u 
see being done … including setting us free  ...obeyed  A higher authority … our 
freedom is evidence of that authority … god set us free into our calling … but setting 
his resurrection grace free in us

HS given to them that obey, and believe

v 29 we obey authority except when it contradicts god   … it is HS boldness … which 
comes from being filled in the spirit, so we need to ask for that boldness and not try to step 
out in flesh, comes from seeking to obey god even if we don’t feel we have it, we 
acknowledge our need like Paul … grant me boldness he asks cos he dint have it

Holy spirit is given to them that obey …given to them that believe, given to them ask, 
aright,  ask … come in humility and right motive

33 response … furious .. sawn asunder in their hearts … inner motives exposed … 
message had opened them up to the truth they denied … now murder overtake them, 
now the outside façade opened up the inner truth appears …sought to put them to 
death … Satan hiding in their hearts  …. when god is moving, he will cause inner self 
to manifest



also means to be exasperated … it was not what they wanted to heart … plans and 
control being upset overturned overruled
v34 … Ganalial   who was he???  … perhaps his name reflects his inner thoughts
his grandfather really well known and respected
but he had the role of teaching Paul … so historically and in present day … held in respect 
and regard

• name means my recompense is with god 
35 consider carefully ,    paraphrASE .. don’t let your emotions and sense of injustice 
rule your conduct …
consider carefully, reflect .. slow to speak, quick to listen slow to get angry

so in the following verses he names two historical leaders who... under the belief of their 
own authority sought to over throw leadership of Israel, these men were also Jews .. v 36 
Theudas … name means God given ...he and 400 men in last year of Herod reign sought to 
insurrection .. 

Page 9 …....  and Judas the Galilean …means,  he shall be praised … both killed and they 
came to nothing

current Judas … his dint come to anything either, only what  God allowed … 
Gamalials wisdom advice ...leave men alone … if u don’t  perhaps you and your purposes 
end up like Theudas and Judas of Galilee

you may end up like these, if u think your case is right when in fact it may be wrong

there r things that seem successful or have the right motive  but they may be against gods 
truth
its not so much about the test of time but more the test of eternity

let them go   . if u don’t u will find u r fighting god … red sea and Israel, som soldiers 
of the Egyptians knew they were fighting god yet they still persisted

we spoke that they had them flogged literal means skinned, skin badly broken
but they rejoiced … god working endurance, how else can you explain it, god given joy, not 
a human expression ...the opposite effect …
 they authorities still cant reverse what god is reversing...   hence the  meaning of their 
hearts described as  exasperated, can bring about their own way

42 day after day … in courts and house , they never stopped teaching and proclaiming the 
good news and that Jesus is the Christ … the kingdom continuing … but the gospel and the 
kingdom is a person.

testimony to ongoing … new every morning ...know our judgement has passed  




